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The new Wildlife XP – true colours  
and high-contrast for exceptional and 
ex-citing encounters with nature.

See true colourS
If you want to discover nature up-close and true-to-life you must try the 
new Wildlife XP with its innovative STEINER Ultra-HD-Optics. Thanks to its 
ultra-high definition, the bar has been raised again for high colour fidelity, 
highest detail resolution and optimized contrast. Our efforts in developing 
new kinds of glass and coatings for the lenses pay off for the user: After all, 
there is nothing more brilliant than nature itself!

rapid-preciSion-FocuS-SyStem
Swiftness and precision are of paramount importance when observing na-
ture, animals and birds. In order for you to be ready for the big moment, 
STEINER Wildlife XP binoculars offer you significant advantages such as the 
new STEINER Precision-Setting, the Distance-Control-System or the Fast-
Close-Focus. This ensures that your spontaneous observations in the wild 
are always successful and completely stress-free. You will find it very exciting!

maximum obServing comFort
Patience and perseverance are often needed to achieve excellence when 
it comes to wildlife observations. The high degree of observing comfort of 
the new STEINER Wildlife XP binoculars ensures that you stay rested and 
comfortable while you are waiting for just the right moment. The STEINER 

ComfortGrip, ergonomic rotating eyecups and STEINER 
ClicLoc Strap Attachment are a big plus.

The NeW Wildlife XP WiTh 
STeiNeR UlTRa-hd-OPTicS

See TRUe cOlOURS



ExpEriEncE naturE  
razor-Sharp

Wildlife XP | 10×44 

For absolute optimum close-ups 
and sharpness: The high-perfor-

mance optics in ultra-high definition 
provides true-to-life colours and excel-

lent image sharpness right to the edge. 
More-over, the Wildlife XP 10×44 perfor-

ms especially well in rough outdoor environ-
ments thanks to its top-notch comfort and legendary du-
rability. This is a real must-have – perfect for the most 
demanding nature and wildlife observers.

Wildlife XP | 8×44 

With 8× magnification, ultra-
high definition optical per-
formance and a particularly 
large field of vision, the 
Wildlife XP 8×44 is a reliable 
and very practical companion for  
nature observation and all outdoor activities.  
Additionally, these binoculars stand out thanks to their 
simple and comfortable handling. You will never want 
to put them down!



Maximum Comfort
The special level of comfort is not only due to the technical settings, 

but also to the handling of the Wildlife XP. The sophisticated ergo-

nomics of the ComfortGrip thumb rests with Technogel stand for 

a safe and fatigue-proof, long-term observation, even with one 

handed use. A perfect balance is guaranteed. Individually adjust-

able rotating eyecups made of silicon protect against indirect 

light and wind draughts.

STEINER Distance-Control
Fast reaction times are often of the essence for action-packed wildlife observa-

tions. Wildlife XP binoculars are ready to go before you even bring them to your 

eyes: Once the estimated observing distance is pre-set on the scale of the non-slip 

XL focusing wheel, no more than a little fine tuning is necessary. This feature gains 

you valuable time for your observations.

STEINER Fast-Close-Focus
With the Fast-Close-Focus, time-consuming adjustments of the focusing wheel 

are a thing of the past. A brief spin with your finger is all that it takes to focus the 

Wildlife XP, revealing razor-sharp details of the wildlife you are observing with a 

close-focus range of 2 m. It simply does not get any faster or more comfortable 

than that.

The New wildlife XP
All advantages at a glance

Wildlife XP 
10×44

Wildlife XP 
8×44

STEINER Precision-Setting
Simple to operate, with exciting results: STEINER Precision-Setting – the individual diop-

tre settings for the right and left eyepieces allow you to perfectly adjust the binoculars 

to suit your personal visual acuity. Once this is set, you will be ready for any and all 

observation opportunities that come your way.

STEINER Ultra-HD-Optics
The development emphasis of the current top models for observing nature 

and wildlife lies in excellent high-performance optics: thanks to a maximum 

of manufacturing precision and the use of high-quality high-end fluoride glass, 

an extraordinary colour fidelity, highest detail resolution right to the edge and 

an optimized, clear contrast are achieved. Besides the razor sharp images, the 

Wildlife XP will win over even the most demanding nature observers by a top-

class light transmission throughout the entire visible spectrum and by offering 

a 3D brilliance that is reflected in sculptural images and an excellent depth of 

field. The Ultra-High-Definition-Optics are completed by an exceptional wide 

filed of view. 

STEINER Nano-Protection®

Wildlife XP binoculars provide a dependably clear view at all times due to the  

extremely thin Nano-Protection® hydrophobic surface finishing. This dirt and water-

repellent lens coating protects against aggressive environmental conditions. Rain or 

snow run off immediately and disappear from the field of vision. Thanks to an eased 

cleaning there are no more tenacious stains on the lenses.

Field-tested Accessory Set
Each Wildlife XP is equipped with soft neoprene carrying strap, whose incorpo-

rated loops permit an easy use of a body harness that is offered separately. By 

the thought-out ClicLoc strap attachment the strap can be fastened and released 

in seconds. A soft rain protection cap made of NBR rubber makes it noiseless and 

objective covers and a  high end bag makes the accessory set perfect.

High Durability
As with all STEINER binoculars, the Wildlife XP models also offer legendary  

durability. The lightweight die cast magnesium alloy housing is corrosion-

free and shock proof. Our comfortable NBR-Longlife rubber armouring with-

stands the effects of oil, acid or climatic influences. Even in extremely wet 

conditions, heat or cold the surface stays grasp and slip proof. In addition the  

binoculars are nitrogenpressure filled via a two-way-valve-system that  

prevents fogging up and from condensating inside the binocular.

item Number Objective 
diameter Magnification weight width×height×depth 

in mm exit Pupil luminosity Twilight factor field of View 
at 1000 m STeiNeR focusing System Close focus 

Range high-Performance-Optics waterproof Nitrogen-Pressure-
System

Temperature 
Range Eyecups Rubber Armouring Carrying 

Strap
Strap  

Attachment Warranty

Wildlife XP | 10×44 2303 44 mm 10 times 850 g 126×188×65 4.4 mm 19.4 21.0 ≥ 112 m fast-Close-focus | Presicion-Setting 2 m Ultra-high-definition Up to 5 m By 2-way-valve technology  -40 °C to +80 °C ergonomic NBR-longlife, ComfortGrip Neopren Clicloc 30 years

Wildlife XP | 8×44 2302 44 mm 8 times 830 g 126×188×65 5.5 mm 30.3 18.8 ≥ 133 m fast-Close-focus | Presicion Setting 2 m Ultra-high-definition Up to 5 m By 2-way-valve technology  -40 °C to +80 °C ergonomic NBR-longlife, ComfortGrip Neopren Clicloc 30 years

RAPid-PReCiSiON-fOCUS-SYSTeM

COMfORT-BAlANCe-SYSTeM

eXTReMe RUGGedNeSS
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STEINER is a Beretta 
Holding company

More information atSTEINER-OPTIK GmbH 
Dr.-Hans-Frisch-Str. 9 | 95448 Bayreuth | Germany
www.steiner.de | customer-service-international@steiner.de 
Tel. +49 921 7879-851 | Fax +49 921 7879-9540

STEINER Ultra-HD-Optics
High-end fluoride glass. High-performance optics with brilliant 
colour fidelity and excellent detailed image sharpness

U|HD

STEINER Distance-Control-System
XL-focus wheel for the presetting of  
observation distances with a simple twist

STEINER Fast-Close-Focus
Fast focus control, even at close range

STEINER Nitrogen-Pressure-System
No fogging or condensation inside the binoculars

N2

STEINER Nano-Protection®

Dirt and water repellent for clear  
view at all times and easy cleaning

Ergonomic eyecups
Protect the eyes against side light and drafts

STEINER ClicLoc Strap Attachment
Securely fastens to a strap and releases in seconds

STEINER ComfortGrip
New thumb depressions with Technogel inserts. 
Comfortable, sure and slip-proof grip

GEL

Steiner OutdOOr-Standard

You’ll find more about these advantages at www.steiner.de

ERGONBR

3 Dimensional brilliance
Impressive vivid images with fantastic 
natural colour reproduction

3D

STEINER Precision-Setting 
Double-sided dioptre setting providing 
individual focusing for each eye


